MONDAY, JANUARY 8

Microeconomics
Jacob Conway, Stanford University
"Consuming Values"
Location: Harper C25

Link to learn more: https://www.chicagobooth.edu/faculty/research-workshops/microeconomics

Behavioral Science
No Meeting

Macro/International Economics
No Meeting

Behavioral Economics
No Meeting

Becker Applied Economics
No Meeting

TUESDAY, JANUARY 9

Marketing Research
Marketing PhD Students
Various Topics
Location: Harper C03

Link to learn more: https://www.chicagobooth.edu/faculty/research-workshops/marketing-research

Operations/Management Science
Yeganeh Ali Mohammadi, Stanford University
"Epidemic Forecasting on Networks: Bridging Local Samples with Global Outcomes" and "Locality of Random Digraphs on Expanders"
Location: Harper C10

Link to learn more: https://www.chicagobooth.edu/faculty/research-workshops/operations-management-science

Finance
Tim de Silva, MIT
"Insurance versus Moral Hazard in Income-Contingent Student Loan Repayment"
Location: Harper C03

Link to learn more: https://www.chicagobooth.edu/faculty/research-workshops/finance
Kenneth C. Griffin Department of Economics
Workshops & Events
For the week of 1/5/24 – 1/12/24

Law and Economics Workshop
Daniel Klerman, University of Southern California
Topic: TBA
Location: 1111 East 60th Street, Room F

Link to learn more: https://www.law.uchicago.edu/coase-sandor/workshop

Capital Theory Seminar
No Meeting

EPIC Lunch Series
No Meeting

Workshop in Organizations and Markets
No Meeting

Public Policy & Economics Workshop
No Meeting

Applications of Economics Workshop
No Meeting

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 10

Finance Lunch Seminar
Jacob Conway, Stanford University
“Consuming Values”
Location: Harper C02

Link to learn more: https://www.chicagobooth.edu/faculty/research-workshops/finance-lunch-seminar

Job Talk Seminar
Hadar Avivi, UC Berkeley
"One Land, Many Promises: The Unequal Consequences of Childhood Location for Natives and Immigrants in Israel"
Location: SHFE 021

Applied Economics
No Meeting

Money and Banking Workshop
No Meeting

Econometrics Workshop
No Meeting
THURSDAY, JANUARY 11

**Microeconomics**  
11:45 a.m. – 1:15 p.m. CDT  
Anna Russo, MIT  
“Additionality and Asymmetric Information in Environmental Markets: Evidence from Conservation Auctions”  
*Location: Harper C07*

Link to learn more: [https://www.chicagobooth.edu/faculty/research-workshops/microeconomics](https://www.chicagobooth.edu/faculty/research-workshops/microeconomics)

**Demography Workshop**  
12:30 – 1:50 p.m. CDT  
Kavi Bhalla, University of Chicago  
“How good are we at measuring global health? A case study of road traffic injury estimates”  
*Location: Room 232 at 1155 E. 60th St.*

Link to learn more: [https://voices.uchicago.edu/popcenter/workshops/demography-workshop-2/](https://voices.uchicago.edu/popcenter/workshops/demography-workshop-2/)

**Accounting Research**  
1:20 – 2:50 p.m. CDT  
Botir Kobilov, Harvard University  
Topic: TBA  
*Location: Harper C06*

Link to learn more: [https://www.chicagobooth.edu/faculty/research-workshops/accounting-research](https://www.chicagobooth.edu/faculty/research-workshops/accounting-research)

**Job Talk Seminar**  
3:30 – 5:00 p.m. CDT  
Evan Soltas, MIT  
“Tax Incentives and the Supply of Low-Income Housing”  
*Location: SHFE 021*

**Political Economy Workshop**  
No Meeting

**International Trade Working Group**  
No Meeting

**Econometrics & Statistics Colloquium**  
No Meeting

**Health Economics**  
No Meeting

**Banking**  
No Meeting
FRIDAY, JANUARY 12

Development Lunch Workshop
Bryce Steinberg, Brown University
“Family Planning, Now and Later: Infertility Fear and Contraception Take-Up”
Location: SHFE 021

Link to learn more: https://bfi.uchicago.edu/event/development-lunch-workshop-fall-2023/

Job Talk Seminar
Elisa Macchi, Brown University
“Work Over Just Cash: Informal Redistribution Among Employers and Workers in Kampala, Uganda”
Location: SHFE 021

The Kenneth C. Griffin Department of Economics Workshops & Events sheet is distributed to faculty and staff through the workshops & events Listserv, and to graduate students via email on Friday afternoons. If you have items for inclusion, please email to mheinl@uchicago.edu by 9:00 a.m. on Fridays.